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What are the elements of retention & engagement?

TIME



Get jumpstarted on donor retention.
As a companion part of today’s presentation, we’ll send you the eGuide, 

“The Donor Retention Kit & Content Creation Helper.”



You’ll get a tool to download.
To save you time, you will never start from scratch. Instead you and your     

Team will always have a starting point for fundraising’s best practices.



You’ll know what to do, how to do it.
The eGuide will explain how to use the tools we provide you the ability to 

customize, perfect and make it work – to create results.



You’ll blow your boss or board away.
Well provide you will a deeper dive and show you how to use the full 

functionality of your dashboard so you work smarter, save time.



Today we’ll discuss what drives donor retention:

Channel. What you need to know about  
your donors’ communication preferences.

Plan. How to create a retention-centered 
right-sized fundraising plan.

Message. How to create a true donor-
centric message to compel renewal.

NEXT >



PART
Why and how people give and what 

motivates them to do so.
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What do you need to know?
You have to do a little bit of everything;   
age no longer dictates channel, but start 
with channels that can reach the most for 

the lowest cost – and that are easy.



PART
How to create a plan, right-sized for your 

organization’s time and focus on retention.

NEXT >



Aligns resources around what works and is possible

NEXT >

Requires you to think beyond and before transactions

Helps you more easily allocate resources, including time

Focuses and motivates a board of directors

Provides rigor and framework to ongoing ideation



Top Line Fundraising Questions Answer

How many contactable households do you have? 200

How many gifts did you receive last fiscal year from:
Board members 10
Individuals 45
Sponsors 4
Small business 6
Private foundations 2
Government 1
Special events 80

Total amount of dollars you raised last fiscal year? $50,000

How much was spent on fundraising last fiscal year, 
including both production and retention? $10,000



YEAR DONORS AVG GIFT REVENUE

LAUNCH 100 $200 $20,000

2018 41 $224 $9,184

2019 16 $251 $4,219

2020 7 $282 $1,942

2021 3 $315 $885

OVERLAYING NAT’L AVERAGES
ATTRITION: 59% & GIFT INCREASE: 12%



Your plan is more than strategies and goals, it also is a 
calendar, sequencing all of the interdependent steps.

1. Create timeline

2. Secure board commitment

3. Create content & channels

4. Secure create challenge grant

5. Create segments

6. Ready website

7. Move to production

8. Configure automated acknowledgment

9. Deploy campaign

10. Send formal acknowledgment letter

11. Initiate monthly donor retention series



Segment Group Attributes Target Ask

Non-donors

Prospects

Prospects for whom you have 
a mailing or email address, 
but have not ever made a 
gift

First gift, flat amount of $25-
$40 for a special program

Event donors
Attended an event in the 
current fiscal year, but has 
not made an annual gift

First gift, flat amount of $25-
$40 for a special program

Donors

Current donors
Made a gift in the last fiscal 
year, but not yet in the 
current year

Last gift amount + 50% more; 
or recurring/monthly giving 
program enrollment

Lapsed donors
Made a gift two years ago, or 
prior,   but not since or in the 
current fiscal year

Last gift amount, special 
program appeal

Segmentation creates more fundraising revenue 
Ruthlessly simple segmentation: How to organize your 
donor groups to create effective campaign messaging



26 YEARS OLD 
Time Email Facebook Text Direct mail Phone

Weeks 1-2 2 6 1 1 0

Weeks 3-4 2 6 1 0 1

Week 5-8 6 12 2 1 1

Segmentation creates more fundraising revenue 
Ruthlessly simple schedule: Cover the basics so you 
can execute – effectively.



What do you need to know?
You won’t keep what you don’t manage.    

The fundraising calendar is the single tool 
you use to align time, resources, and people 
to reach goals.  It’s function and purpose to 

essential for success – and your sanity.



TEMPLATE



PART
How to create effective fundraising message 

& annual fund case for support.

NEXT >



Find time during day when you’re most creative 

Create message that targets donors, not staff 

Think in terms of characters, not pages

Draw attention to your mission and outcomes

Leverage content for email, mail & social media



Donors all make gift decisions differently and you 
must creatively integrate all of them

Rational Reasons (Head): “What I am being asked to do 
makes sense and I understand why it’s important.” 

Emotional Reasons (Heart): “I identify with this mission and 
programs because I know someone who...and I want to help.”

Transformational Reasons (Halo): “This is a big problem and I want 
to leverage my resources to fulfill the vision and change the world.”

TEMPLATE



Your message needs to embrace the notion that 
donors give through your organization, not to it.

The founder or the facility doesn’t drive giving or retention, 
the mission and impact you make does.

Donors are hiring you to do the good in the community 
they want to happen but don’t have time to do, directly.

Always answer the question and when you do, become 
relevant, “Why is your mission important to me?” 

TEMPLATE



Don’t project your own metrics, needs or milestones into 
your message – they don’t drive giving or retention.

“Our fiscal year ends...” and “Close budget shortfall of...” 
uninspire, unless your mission is to balance a budget.

Opportunity for to create and sustain immediate 
program impact creates urgency, not  months calendar.

“If everyone participates with a gift of...” only demonstrates you 
can do math, not fulfill the promise of your mission and program.

TEMPLATE



Tell the story you want donors and prospects tell 
their friends – that’s what matters.

Quantify impact and opportunity, create your Needs Target 
with three, concentric circles.

Tell donors and prospects what they become after they support 
your mission and programs

TEMPLATE

Tell a story about someone who benefits from your mission 
instead or just articulating what you need. 



Tax deductibility is already a known fact and it 
doesn’t drive most giving

Only .008% of donors who give gifts under $1,000 report 
doing so in order to get a tax deduction

Reminding donors and prospects of deductibility wastes 
precious communication real estate to communicate impact

Talking about it implies you believe it’s important and what 
motivates people to support your mission. 

TEMPLATE



Bonus ideas
NOW FOR SOME NO-COST, RAPID-FIRE



Send an update letter

Tell donors and prospects what you achieved this summer 
and what’s ahead this Fall

Use the opportunity to thank them for their past support 
and give an example of how you put the dollars to work

Keep it under one page, personalize it using at least a first name, 
give it a live “wet” signature.



Follow donors, prospects on social media

Allows you to comment on news and stories for which you 
have subject matter expertise

Builds your network for #GivingTuesday and easy outreach 
thereafter (for future efforts)

The simple act of following suggests you’re thinking about the 
donor or prospect and you value what they say to their networks



Conduct a virtual briefing or town hall

Respond to a emerging need or news story that relates to 
your mission, invite donors and prospects to call- or dial-in

Have a person who benefits from your mission and programs 
speak about their experience

Outline your plan to address the opportunity or need – how you’re 
going to take action



Create a simple, clickable newsletter

Find a story or online content that addresses between 2-4 
programs in your mission 

Embed links in an email with an appealing image that drives 
a click or shows the program in action

Review which donor, prospect clicked on which link/story to make a 
first-pass assessment of what’s most important to them



What do you need to know?
You need to cause an interruption, not 

just deliver a message.  A donor should not 
only know why they are hearing from you, 
but anticipate the value of the information 

you are sharing with them.



TEMPLATE



Thank you.


